The ERP system for manufacturer’s reps

- **TOTAL ORDER ENTRY**
- **SALES ANALYSIS**
- **MARKETING**
- **CRM**
- **QUOTATIONS**

5 FUNCTIONS
No other software solution does all 5 Functions – Total Order Entry, Quotations, Sales Analysis, Marketing, CRM and Inventory.

**MARKET INTELLIGENCE**
Stronger market intelligence enhances demand generation capabilities.

**PIPELINE MANAGEMENT**
Integrated pipeline management means more efficient and effective sales strategies.

**QUOTATION MODULE**
The TTS Quotation Module allows you to funnel all of your manufacturers quotes in one bucket. This will give you the ability to create a sales strategy based on all manufacturers not just one at a time.

**USER FRIENDLY**
User-Friendly and intuitive user interface. Simple and easy to navigate – TTS provides in-house training and setup with software sign up.
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